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A linear pulse amplifier for space flight applications
M. Lamptona) and G. Penegor
Space Sciences Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 20 July 1999; accepted for publication 21 August 1999!

We describe a charge pulse amplifier developed for the medium energy neutral atom experiment
aboard the IMAGE geophysical observatory. Its purpose is to receive and amplify event pulses from
a large area microchannel plate detector. Its design emphasizes low input impedance~;20V!, good
dynamic range~.10 000:1!, and timing accuracy~,1 ns! sufficient for neutral-atom time-of-flight
determination in the 1–30 keV energy range. The design is robust and free of adjustments, and is
expected to tolerate a space radiation environment in which a 300 krad dose will be accumulated.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~00!00501-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The medium energy neutral atom~MENA! experiment
aboard the IMAGE mission is a group of three detectors
ancillary electronics that measure the angular distributi
speed distribution, and atomic number distribution of f
neutral atoms in space resulting from the charge excha
neutralization of geomagnetically trapped ions~Pollock
et al.1!. The three detectors are similar but are aimed in d
ferent directions to span an enlarged field of view. Each
tector head~Fig. 1! comprises an electrostatic charged p
ticle deflector or broom, a fine pitch transmission grating
exclude ultraviolet~UV! and visible light, a thin foil produce
start trigger electrons when an incoming neutral atom en
the instrument, a drift region, and aZ-stack triple microchan-
nel plate detector that senses the electrons from the
event and shortly thereafter senses the atom itself~the stop
event!. Electron cascades from the microchannel plate st
are collected by an array of 100 parallel anode conduc
maintained at a positive high voltage~13400 V! via separate
1 M V load resistors. These anode strips are located on
front face of a dielectric anode plate. On its rear surfa
position sensing pickup electrodes at ground potential
pacitively sense the arrival of charge on the front. They
liver negative charge signals proportional to the microch
nel plate~MCP! event size, but divided into two portions th
depend on the vertical position of the event, from which
vertical arrival position and angle can be determined.

Science data are obtained from each event in sev
ways. The amplitude of each start event is employed to
termine the electron yield of the foil when the incomin
atom arrives; this can be used to infer, within limits, t
energy of the atom. The time of occurrence of the start pu
begins the time-of-flight measurement needed for the a
speed determination. The amplitude of the stop event is
an indicator of the atom energy, and the timing of stop e
the time-of-flight determination.

The start event charge is divided into A and B portio
whose relative pulse heights are used to infer the vert
position of the start event within the detector aperture. Si

a!Electronic mail: mlampton@SSL.berkeley.edu
2940034-6748/2000/71(1)/294/8/$17.00
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larly, the stop event charge is divided into A and B portio
to determine the vertical position of the atom’s arrival at t
MCP. These two determinations are subtracted, giving
measure of the angle at which the atom passed through
detector’s drift region, permitting the incident atom directio
to be determined in the vertical plane.

The MENA instrument performance requires that t
spatial position error is kept below one percent of the f
scale position range for both start and stop, and timing ji
be kept below 1 ns for both start and stop. This level
performance is required not just at a single pulse height,
over a wide range of pulse heights. The dynamic range is
by the broad range of electron yield from the foil~1–10
electrons entering the MCP! widened further by the breadt
of the MCPs own pulse height distribution. The triple MC
electron multipliers are known to provide gains of about
3107 with good stability and life. Stimulated by start even
in the range 1–10 electrons, broadening in the MCP w
deliver output events over a wider range, roughly 0.5–
equivalent input electrons~21.6 to 248 pC MCP output!.
The downstream electronics requires positive pulse heig
ranging to 7.2 V peak amplitude. This fact sets our tar
amplifier gain at 20.15 V/pC, and our nominal system
threshold atVmax/30 or 0.25 V, adjustable by remote tele
command.

To achieve accurate position determinations us
charge ratios, the system noise level has to be kept
enough that even a minimum height signal is not sign
cantly disturbed in ratio by more than an allowable 1% f
width at half maximum~FWHM! error @0.4% root-mean-
square~rms!#. Indeed, since additional errors invariably o
cur from other causes~sampling, dc drift, ADC! the amplifier
noise should contribute only a portion of this error. The d
sign of the position sensitive anode structure gives it an o
put capacitance of about 150 pF for each of the four sig
outputs. This is one of several factors governing the sys
noise level. Part of the design process was to adopt an
plifier topology for which we can expect an output noi
level around 0.2% rms of the 0.25 V threshold pulse heig
or 0.5 mV rms. The equivalent input charge noise is 3.3
rms. This figure was achieved in the present design.

Another important requirement for the MENA system
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the MENA detector head, illustrating its principal components. An incoming atom enters at the right through the ion rejecting.
When it passes through the grating/foil assembly it produces a few start electrons whose time and position are sensed on the start electrodes. Lathen the
atom itself reaches the MCF, the stop time and position are sensed. The MENA amplifiers receive and amplify the A and B start and stop signa
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to have a very low input impedance for all the charge am
fiers. Because MENA performs start and stop timing
MCP events at differing locations and different times with
the same detector, crosstalk is a potentially serious prob
In spite of careful electromagnetic design, the start and s
electrodes within each detector head have a nonzero mu
capacitance of the order of 1 pF. For this reason, cha
landing on the start electrodes has to be conducted a
quickly, on a time scale much faster than the shaping t
constant of the pulse amplifiers, lest start disturb the sub
quent stop timing. For this reason we sought to achieve
effective amplifier input resistance no higher than 20V, low
enough to give an anode discharge time constant of a few
much faster than our adopted pulse shaping time consta

II. DESIGN OVERVIEW

Our amplifier consists of a front end charge amplifi
loop and a rear end shaping amplifier. This architecture
rives from a long successful heritage in the field of nucl
spectroscopy. For reviews, see Goulding and Landis2 or
Radeka.3 The front end loop serves to remove the sign
charge from the detector quickly and with a minimum
added noise. It therefore must have a low input impeda
and wide bandwidth. The shaper amplifier produces the
put pulse wave form. It is basically a filter whose job is
pass the band of frequencies where the signal-to-noise
is optimum, while exhibiting an output pulse shape th
minimizes pulse pileup.
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Before getting into details, let us first consider the bro
limitations to be faced in a design of this type. Both t
timing performance and the immunity to pulse pileup im
prove as the pulse shaping time constants are made fa
But, faster pulse shaping means greater bandwidth, which
a given detector capacitance and front end voltage noise
sity means greater noise. So the first question becomes,
fast can we afford to go, if we are limited only by noise?

When white ~flat! amplifier input voltage noise is im
pressed across a detector capacitanceC, the resulting charge
noise spectrum is white, and the amount of rms charge n
passed through a linear filter with time constantt is

Qrms5KyNyC/At, ~1!

whereNy is the rms voltage noise per root Hz. The coef
cient Ky is dimensionless and is about 1.0 for all reasona
pulse shapes. Even without further details we can concl
that for a given detector capacitance and noise voltage d
sity, the fastest permissible shaping time constant will be
the neighborhood of

tmin5Ny
2C2/Qrms

2 . ~2!

For the values Ny51 nV/root Hz, C5300 pF,
Qrms53 fC rms, this formula gives 10 ns, suggesting that o
final system design must have a shaping time constant of
order or longer.

Beyond signal-to-noise ratio, practical matters can infl
ence the choice of time constants and pulse shape.
MENA, we faced limitations on parts count and amplifi
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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power consumption, both of which reduce the available g
bandwidth products of the active portions of the circuit
which would then perform better with longer shaping tim
constants. More seriously, we faced the issue of cross
between the start and stop portions of the anode, and dec
that this issue could be best addressed by having a very
front end response combined with a much slower shap
time constant that would smoothly integrate over the
wanted interfering doublet~bipolar! events while responding
fully only to unipolar input charge signals. At the same tim
the downstream electronics was being finalized, and we
ognized that accurate amplitude sample and hold or p
detector circuits would be much simplified to the extent t
the shaping time constant could be lengthened. For th
reasons, we adopted the compromise design reported
which borrows from spectroscopy, where slow pulse sha
are common, and timing, where fast pulse shaping is c
mon.

III. CHARGE AMPLIFIER LOOP

The charge amplifier loop adopted uses an N-chan
~JFET! input stage followed by a common basepnp cascode
load transistor and annpn emitter follower, as shown in Fig
2. This basic design is commonly used in laboratory nucl
spectroscopy~Llacer and Meier;4 Karlovac and Mayhugh5!
and has enjoyed a long history of space flight succes
dating back to the original HEAO-1 gas proportion
counters and continuing through the EUVE and EURD m
sions where MCPs are used with charge-division anod
The field effect transistor~FET! provides very low voltage
noise~,1 nV/root Hz! and current noise~,10 fA/root Hz!.
Its most important role in this circuit is to provide high tran
conductance so as to keep the closed loop input imped
down. We have chosen the InterFET IF1801 transistor
this application, because it offers a high transconductanc
reasonable drain currents~30 mS at 5 mA!. The pnp tran-
sistor serves to provide a low load resistance for the FET
minimize the loss of high frequency gain via the Miller e
fect within the FET, and to provide a high output impedan
for the FET signal current to achieve a large open-loop v
age gain. Thenpn transistor receives this signal and pr

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the front end charge loop. The input sa
diodes~type 1N4148! serve to protect the active circuits from electrosta
discharge. The other semiconductors are: Q1, IF1801; Q2, JANTX 2N4
Q3, JANTX 2N2857. Power supply by-passing and filtering components
not shown. Current consumption is 12 mA at112 V and 6 mA at212 V.
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vides current gain to drive the shaping amplifier. The loop
closed by heavy feedback. The feedback capacitorCf ~15
pF! is chosen to be larger than is customary in nuclear sp
troscopy applications to accommodate the large signals f
the MENA MCP detectors. Also, the heavy feedback allo
us to achieve a low closed loop input impedance. We ch
an unusually low value of loop feedback resistorRf ~100
kV! in order to achieve rapid recovery from overloads a
full scale events at high count rates. The feedback resi
contributes a thermal current noise of 400 fA/root Hz that
far greater than the FET alone, and would be unaccepta
noisy in a long time constant spectroscopy amplifier. He
however, its noise contribution is negligible in view of th
fast shaping time constant detailed below.

The linear-regime small-signal performance numbers
this three transistor charge loop are largely dependent o
single figure of merit for the loop, namely its radian-gai
bandwidth product~RGBW!. Over a broad range of sin
ewave frequencies, roughly 1 MHz to 1 GHz, the open lo
voltage gain varies inversely with frequency, and the prod
of the voltage gain and the radian frequency is this cons
product. Numerically, it is approximately the ratio of th
FET transconductance to the sum of the output capacita
of the pnp transistor and the input capacitance of thenpn
transistor. In our circuit the transconductance is 0.03 S,
total capacitance is 5 pF, and RGBW is 63109 rad/s.

The input resistance of the closed loop is given
1/(RGBW* Cf! which is about 10V using our 15 pF feed-
back capacitor. In addition we interpose a series resi
whose value~10 V! is chosen for best damping of the loo
response. Connected to a 150 pF detector anode, the ch
loop will rapidly drain away the event charge. This sm
signal time constant is about 3 ns. Equivalently, this tim
constant can be regarded as a measure of the time neede
the loop to re-establish its input null condition. Let the d
tector’s output capacitance beCdet and let the input capaci
tance of the FET beCFET. Then the total passive capacitan
of the input node of the system isCtotal5Cdet1CFET. The
closed loop noise gain of the front end amplifier isCtotal/Cf ,
and the closed loop settling time isCtotal/(Cf* RGBW).

It is important that this closed loop settling time be bri
because it controls interanode crosstalk. This crosstalk is
disturbance currents in rapid succession: a negative cur
when the electron pulse arrives at its anode, and a pos
current while the pulse is drained away through its cha
amplifier. The total crosstalk charge in this doublet is ze
but the crosstalk amplifier response is nonzero—indeed,
proportional to the time duration of this disturbance. Ma
ematically, the shaper crosstalk output is governed by th
factors: the crosstalk attenuation within the anode, the
rivative of the nominal~singlet! pulse shape, and the close
loop settling time. The anode factor is largely fixed by
geometry. The derivative of the pulse shape is largely fix
by our event timing requirements. We therefore depend
minimizing our input-loop settling time to control crossta
at the amplifier output.

The low frequency performance of the charge loop
also important. At sinewave frequencies below 1 MHz t
voltage gain of the charge loop becomes essentially indep

ty
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dent of frequency. Its value is approximatelyVG0

5gM* a2* b3* Rload wheregm is the FET transconductance
a2 is the common base current gain of the pnp transistor,b3

is the common emitter current gain of thenpn transistor, and
Rload is the resistance loading the loop. For our circuit,VG0

is about 2000. This gain sets the effective low-frequen
input capacitance of the charge loop,Ceff5VG0*Cf . For
good long-term accuracy we want to assure ourselves th
least 99% of the pulse signal charge is removed from
anode by the charge loop. We therefore want this effec
input capacitance to be at least 100 times larger thanCtotal,
or

Ceff.100* Ctotal525 nF. ~3!

This requirement is met in our design.
The high FET transconductance also helps keep the

put impedance of the closed loop charge amplifier circ
very low. The output impedance of the loop is given
Rout5(Ctotal/Cf)/(gm* b3) which for our design is approxi
mately 15V. Since the resistance loading the charge loop
about 2000V, the excess gain for this loop is about 40 dB
desirably high from the standpoint of assuring the long te
constancy of the closed loop gain upon which the event
sition calibration relies.

Due to the large size of the full scale input charge sig
~248 pC!, the front end loop has to retain its linear behav
over an unusually large range of output voltage swings
single full scale pulse will give a13 V edge at the output o
the loop. For this reason, front end pileup is a serious c
cern, explaining our choice of a rather fast~1.5 ms! RC de-
cay time constant for the front end loop.

There is a potentially serious consequence of having
large a nominal swing in our input stage charge amplifier:
are working at peak signal levels that are only 6 dB bel
the saturation point of transistorQ2. If Q2 clips, the tight
loop null will be briefly lost, and the unnulled input charg
will become visible to the other signal channels within t
detector. Due to crosstalk this event would be registered
large amplitude zero time-of-flight event. In the MENA sy
tem design we have provided for fixed upper level~UL! dis-
criminators that sense the overload condition at the ampl
outputs and reject all output overloads. For this discrimina
to be effective, every front end overload must also trip
UL discriminator. If we had elected to use a very longRC
time constant to reset the charge loop as is customar
spectroscopy applications, there would be cases where
front end piles up through a statistical bunching of non-U
events—a circumstance from which we would have no e
recovery. This front-end pileup concern explains our use
an unusually fastRC time constant at this point.

IV. SHAPING AMPLIFIER

The second major element of the amplifier design is
shaping amplifier. It is basically a bandpass filter with ga
Its job is to implement the necessary tradeoff between
taining good dynamic range~which requires low noise henc
narrow bandwidth! and good timing performance~which re-
quires fast response hence wide bandwidth!. In addition,
Downloaded 13 May 2002 to 128.32.18.57. Redistribution subject to A
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with random count arrivals, the response of the shaper m
decay quickly after each event to avoid pileup, again fav
ing wide bandwidth. Because the shaping amplifier contr
such a large part of the system characteristics, we prese
discussion of the pulse shape considerations before des
ing our implementation of the pulse shaper.

A. Output pulse shape

For more than 30 years nuclear spectroscopy has m
vated efforts to optimize pulse signal-to-noise ratio in t
presence of voltage noise, current noise, 1/f noise, and mi-
crophonic~low frequency! noise. In addition, spectroscopis
seek to minimize the loss or confusion of pulse heights
randomly arriving events over a wide range of count rat
Furthermore, large solid state detectors have an intrin
variation in charge collection time, whose effects need to
minimized in spectroscopy. These considerations have
workers to explore the effectiveness of a variety of pu
shapes. Aspects of the subject have been reviewed by N
lin and Blankenship,6 Radeka,7 Konrad,8 Nowlin,9 and
Mosher.10

We adopted an output pulse shape with several c
straints in mind. The output pulse polarity was chosen to
positive, for best compatibility with existing NIM-standar
discriminators and pulse height measuring equipment.
shape itself was chosen to be bipolar~positive lobe followed
by a negative lobe of comparable amplitude! to give a
balanced-area shape having zero dc component, the
eliminating count rate dependent baseline shifts that wo
cause errors in the measurement of pulse heights. The b
lar shape has a well defined zero crossing point that prov
an accurate walk-free timing feature that can be detected
a zero crossing discriminator. The peak amplitude occ
prior to the zero crossing, which allows a specialized timi
discriminator to accept or reject the event on the basis
height prior to enabling the time-of-flight~TOF! subsystem.
Of the many possible bipolar pulse shapes, we adopted
double-differentiator double-integrator~DDDI! shape due to
its simplicity and immunity to small deviations from the d
sign center circuit parameters.

The one free parameter in the DDDI shape is the cho
of time constantt. This choice affects a number of perfo
mance issues. A fast time constant is generally desirabl
improve the throughput at high count rates. For examp
with random arrivals at 104 cps, 1% of all events will be
followed within 1 ms by a second event. For any syste
there is a window of confusion within which two events w
be combined and processed as one erroneous event. Wit
DDDI shape the window of confusion lasts for three tim
constants. So if we chooset50.33 ms, 1% of the output
pulse stream from each amplifier would be erroneous. C
sidering that a good event needs a clean start and a c
stop, a pileup of 1% per amplifier is a 2% event error rate—
significant limit on the signal-to-noise ratio in the recover
neutral atom images.

We have adopted the value oft560 ns, which is a com-
promise between minimizing the system noise level and
tector crosstalk~which favor a longer time constant! and
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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298 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 1, January 2000 M. Lampton and G. Penegor
minimizing event loss due to pileup~which favors a shorter
time constant!.

A linear electrical network can be evaluated in the f
quency domain, where simple factors incorporate its po
and zeros and yield an algebraic expression for the sinew
frequency response. Since random noise can be decomp
into sinusoids, this frequency response is very useful
evaluating the networks to noise. A linear network can a
be evaluated in the time domain to model its pulse respo
wave form. A comprehensive assessment of amplifier per
mance needs both analyses.

B. Sinewave response

The sinewave response in the complex frequency
main is completely determined by the locations of its po
and zeros and an overall gain factor. For the DDDI amplifi
presented here, the two zeros are at the origin, blocking
The four poles are colocated atv51 j /t, where t is the
shaping time constant. To formulate the sinewave gain,
write an input charge signal as a complex sinusoid

q~ t !5Q0 exp~ j vt ! ~4!

and write the output voltage as another sinusoid

y~ t !5V0 exp~ j vt !. ~5!

The ratio V0/Q0 is the ~complex! sinewave charge gain
G(v)

G~v!5
Ks

Cf

~ j vt!2

~11 j vt!4 . ~6!

Here, Ks is a dimensionless sinewave gain coefficient.
value is about217 in the present design.Cf is the value of
the feedback capacitor in the charge loop that is respons
for converting input charge into the voltage drive wave fo
seen by the shaper. The four poles atv52 j /t are repre-
sented by the denominator. The two zeros atv50 are repre-
sented by the numerator.

C. Pulse response

When an event occurs in the microchannel plate, cha
is delivered as a brief current signal~a few mA flowing for a
few ns!. We model the current wave form as an ideal de
function, and the input charge wave form as an ideal s
whose height isQs . This may be written in the comple
frequency domain as

Qin~v!5
Qs

j v
. ~7!

When this signal representation is applied to the comp
gain expression, the resulting product gives the Fourier r
resentation of the output voltage wave form

Vout~v!5Qin~v!G~v!. ~8!

This output signal representation may be converted into
time domain wave form using the Fourier integral. T
method of residues is a convenient evaluation method.
result is
Downloaded 13 May 2002 to 128.32.18.57. Redistribution subject to A
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Vout~ t !5
QsKs

Cf
H 1

2
~ t/t!22

1

6
~ t/t!3J exp~2t/t!. ~9!

This pulse~see Fig. 3! initially rises parabolically, controlled
by the positivet2 term. As time proceeds, the negativet3

term decreases the algebraic part of this expression,
forces a zero crossing att53t, whereafter the pulse is nega
tive. The overall exponential factor forces the decay of
entire wave form at larget. The positive and negative peak
occur at t/t536A3. For the time dependent part of th
expression, the positive peak att/t51.1268 has a value o
0.1306. The negative peak att/t54.732 has a value o
20.0569. Because the leading~positive! peak is used to de
termine the amplitude of each charge event, we characte
the amplifier’s charge gain asVout(tpeak)/Qs , or

Gpeak50.1306 Ks /Cf . ~10!

To achieve the desired overall end to end gain of20.15
V/pC usingCf515 pF requires thatKs be 217. The minus
sign is obtained with a positive shaper gain because the f
end loop is an inverter.

D. Amplitude noise

When a broadband noise spectrum is applied to a lin
network, the output noise can be computed by integrat
that spectrum weighted by the square of the linear netw
responseG(v). Two principal noise contributions are com
monly encountered in charge amplifier systems: series v
age noise and parallel current noise.

The voltage noise is usually dominated by the inp
stage FET, amplified by the noise gain of the charge lo
and filtered by the network. Let the FET voltage noise sp
tral density be denotedNy , independent of frequency.~Typi-
cally Ny;1 nV/root Hz.! Then the rms voltage at the outpu
of the shaper amplifier will be

Vrms5
NyCtotalKs

Cf
A S E

0

`UG~v!U2d f D . ~11!

Integrals of this type are best evaluated using beta or gam
function identities

FIG. 3. Theoretical response wave form normalized to make its peak v
1.0. See Eq.~9!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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E
0

` x2mdx

~11x2!n1m 5
1

2
BS m1

1

2
,n2

1

2D ~12!

5
1

2

G~m1 1
2!G~n2 1

2!

G~m1n!
~13!

5p
~2m21!!! ~2n23!!!

2m1n~m1n21!!
. ~14!

The DDDI network with series voltage noise is the ca
m52 and n52. The dimensionless integral has the val
p/32. The integral in Eq.~11! thus has the value 1/64t, and
the rms output voltage is

Vrms5
NyCtotalKs

8CfAt
~15!

which is about 130mV for our amplifier design.
This output noise level can be expressed as an equiva

input charge signal by dividing it by the conversion fact
relating peak output voltage to input charge derived abo

Qrms5Ky

NyCtotal

At
, ~16!

where the dimensionless coefficientKy50.957 for the DDDI
shaper. For our circuit this amounts to 1 fC or 6000 electr
rms.

The current noise arises in two ways in charge mea
ing systems. There is shot noise associated with dc leak
current, and thermal noise from resistors that shunt the in
Both contributions give current noise spectral densities
are essentially flat with respect to frequency. The fact th
charge signal is the time integral of a current signal gives
mean square charge spectra an overall 1/f 2 behavior. If the
current noise density is denotedNc amperes/root Hz, the
amplifier output noise will be

Vrms5
NcKs

Cf
AS E

0

` uG~v!u2

v2 d f D . ~17!

This integral corresponds to the casem51 and n53, for
which the integral has a valuet/64, giving

Vrms5
NcKsAt

8Cf
. ~18!

In our circuit the dominant current noise contribution
the thermal noise from the 100 kV resistorRf , for which
Nc5A(4kT/Rf is 0.4 pA/root Hz. This predicts about 14mV
for our implementation, negligible compared to the volta
noise contribution owing to our shaping time constant be
so brief. This output noise term can also be put into the fo
of an equivalent input charge signal

Qrms5KcNcAt, ~19!

where the dimensionless coefficientKc50.954 again. This
charge noise term is 0.1 fC or 600 electrons rms for
amplifier.

There is a third noise source that dominates these f
end terms in our low gain design: the shaper amplifier. I
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largely due to the voltage noise of our op amp, amplified
its closed loop gain via the feedback path that impleme
the final pole and zero. The nominal voltage noise density
the op amp~5.5 nV/root Hz! multiplied by the output stage
gain and root bandwidth predicts an output noise contri
tion of about 300mV rms, in reasonable agreement with o
overall measurements. In terms of equivalent input cha
this term is

Qrms57.66CfVrms/Ks ~20!

which evaluates to about 2 fC or 12 500 electrons rms.

E. Timing noise

To obtain a timing signal that is independent of pul
amplitude we use the zero crossing point of the DDDI wa
form. The rms timing error at this point is

t rms5Vrms/V̇, ~21!

whereV̇ is the magnitude of the rate of change of the volta
at its zero crossing point. For the DDDI wave form,

V̇50.572Vpeak/t ~22!

and therefore we have

t rms51.75tVrms/Vpeak. ~23!

In our system, this amounts to 0.18 ns rms for an event
just barely triggers our lower threshold. It decreases
larger signals.

F. Shaper implementation

To create a pulse shaper that meets our requirements
combined a passive network and an active feedback am
fier. The circuit is shown in Fig. 4. The passive network
the differentiator formed by the series capacitor C4 and
network resistance. The integrator is the shunt capacitor
and the network resistance. Together these give two p
and one zero. We eliminate the slow exponential decay in
charge loop response by applying pole zero cancellation
this first CR differentiator as described by Nowlin an
Blankenship6 via the resistor R9.

The active feedback amplifier comprises the op amp
the damped resonator L1, C9, and R21. This loop contribu
two poles and one zero. The op amp is a type OP-160 tra

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of the rear end shaping amplifier. The op
tional amplifier is type OP-160. C4568 pF; C5547 pF; L15470 nH; C9
52.2 nF; R21533 V. Power supply by-passing and filtering components
not shown. Current consumption is 7 mA at112 V and 7 mA at212 V.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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resistance amplifer, chosen here for its slew rate~1 V/ns! and
its output drive ability~35 mA!. It also has a low enough
noise level that our overall noise requirement is met,
though our design-center gain is so low that the shaper
plifier, rather than the charge amplifier, dominates the ou
noise. We chose the RLC values for best conformance w
the expected pulse shape plotted in Fig. 3.

V. PARTS AND PACKAGING

We packaged two amplifiers into a single housing, th
two being the A and B portions of a detector start anode
separate but identical package contains the A and B amp
ers for the stop anode. We adopted this arrangement bec
it was extremely important to eliminate any crosstalk b
tween start and stop signals, but not so important to sepa
A and B signals—these are heavily coupled at the dete
anode, and in any case occur at the same time. The circ
was laid out for production on four-layer boards, with o
layer being a continuous ground plane. The two charge
plifier loops are at one end, and the two shapers are at
other. The board measures 38386 mm. We located a simple
resistive attenuator between the front ends and the rear
to provide a convenient gain set option. To simplify t
downstream analog processing, we arranged for one sh
to receive the output of the A preamp, while the other
ceives the sum of A1B, and is used both for pulse heigh
determination and timing. The A output is used only f
position ratio determination.

Each amplifier package includes two test input conn
tors that are driven by an external rectangular pulse wh
height can be set by remote telecommand. The purpos
these test inputs is to permit checking throughout the sp
craft integration process and in orbit. Within the amplifi
units, each test input connects to a charge input via a 2 pF
capacitor, so that a25 V transition corresponds to a210 pC
signal which is approximately 20% of full scale.

The aluminum housing and covers are relatively hea
~6 mm thick! to reduce the radiation damage from the or
environment over the course of a mission lasting two to th
years. Empirical radiation dose curves indicate that a
krad environment will be attenuated to a level of about
krad by this housing, a level tolerated by the compon
parts. The one thin~2 mm! panel of the housing is its moun
ing face, which in operation is screwed to the heavy ba
plate of the detector rear housing.

The parts selected conform to the provisions of JAN-T
or JAN-TXV for discrete bipolar transistors, and to MIL
STD-883B for the OP-160 microcircuits. The FETs we
screened by an independent screening laboratory. The
pacitors were chosen from qualified vendors, procured t
specification CCR05CG for the small value ceramic un
and CSR13E for the large value solid tantalum capaci
using for filtering and by-passing. Electrical connectors
type DEM-9P for the multiconductor power plug. The c
axial signal connectors are SMA series 9432 from Appl
Engineering Products, manufactured to QPL M39012
specifications.

Figure 5 is a photograph of two units with their cove
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removed. One unit shows its topside components, and
other is turned to show its circuit board underside. The a
minum housing and lids are passivated with an alodyne tr
ment to reduce the possibility of corrosion and to provide
reliable electrical ground path throughout the enclosu
which serves as a shield against electromagnetic interfere

VI. PERFORMANCE AND TESTING

A detailed test plan was developed for processing the
dual amplifiers produced in support of the MENA projec
The overall characteristics are listed in Table I. The electri
tests included the items listed in Table II, plus many hours
operation in vacuum with one or more detector assembl
Because all amplifiers were found to be virtually identical
performance, their interchangeability during the flight syst
tests proved valuable. Six of the units have become fli
units and are undergoing preflight processing with the ot
elements of IMAGE/MENA. The preflight test suite include
vibration, electromagnetic susceptibility and emissions, th
mal vacuum cycling, and comprehensive calibration and
tegration tests.

FIG. 5. Photograph of two amplifier assemblies, each of which contains
front end charge amplifiers and two shapers. The coaxial input and ou
connectors are type SMA. Electrical power is provided via the DEM-
connector.

TABLE I. Nominal design characteristics.

Mass~two amplifiers! 179 g
Dimensions~two amplifiers! 113532 cm
Electrical power per amplifier 0.39 W
Charge gain~each amplifier! 20.15 V/pC
Output voltage swing 18 V, 24 V bipolar
Output drive capablity 500V load, 16 mA
Shaper time constantT 60 ns
Time to peak 80 ns
Time to zero cross 180 ns
Differential nonlinearity ,0.5%
Noise at output 350 uV rms
Equivalent input noise 2.3 fC rms
Input impedance 20V
Output impedance 50V
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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VII. ALTERNATIVES

Due to the tight development schedule for this amplifi
project, we were unable to explore a number of potentia
attractive alternatives. We briefly list those here.

Although the traditional spectroscopy input transistor
a FET, fast timing systems are relatively insensitive to c
rent noise and a bipolar junction radio-frequency~rf! transis-
tor is feasible in spite of its substantial base current s
noise. This subject has been explored by D’Angeloet al.11

with encouraging results. Very high transconductance
bandwidth is available at modest bias current levels, and
bipolar option could lead to reduced power consumpt
and/or reduced crosstalk. However time did not permit us
explore the issues of loop stability and electrostatic discha
damage threshold for this option.

Hybrid charge amplifier circuits are available fro
Amptek, eV Products, and InterFET. These are attrac
from the packaging standpoint but lack flexibility with re
gard to circuit options needed to achieve the very low in

TABLE II. Electrical test plan.

dc current consumption,112 and212 V
Pulse gain, input unloaded, channel A to channel A
Pulse gain, input unloaded, channel A to channel Sum
Pulse gain, input unloaded, channel B to channel A
Pulse gain, input unloaded, channel B to channel Sum
Pulse gain, input load 150 pF, channel A to channel A
Pulse gain, input load 150 pF, channel A to channel Sum
Pulse gain, input load 150 pF, channel B to channel A
Pulse gain, input load 150 pF, channel B to channel Sum
Pulse shape: Tpeak, channel A to channel A
Pulse shape: Tpeak, channel A to channel Sum
Pulse shape: Tpeak, channel B to channel Sum
Pulse shape: Tzero, channel A to channel A
Pulse shape: Tzero, channel A to channel Sum
Pulse shape: Tzero, channel B to channel Sum
Noise output, inputs unloaded, channel A out
Noise output, inputs unloaded, channel Sum out
Noise output, inputs 150 pF, channel A out
Noise output, inputs 150 pF, channel Sum out
Input null condition, speed and amplitude
Output drive capability, 500V load, 8 V
Overload recovery waveforms,310, 3100, 31000
Gain variation with positive supply voltage
Gain variation with negative supply voltage
Susceptibility to sine and squarewaves on positive supply
Susceptibility to sine and squarewaves on negative supply
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impedance and large gain bandwidth product that our pre
application requires.

Because the dominant noise source in the present de
is the output amplifier, it is likely the overall noise figur
could be improved by redesigning the shaper for less los
its passive section and less gain in its active section.
chief issue to be addressed for this option would be the
bility margin for the active output loop.

The general-purpose DDDI pulse shape is not optim
for amplitude determination nor for timing. Redesigning t
LRC portion of the shaper network to move two poles aw
from the imaginaryv axis and achieve a somewhat higherQ
factor would make the positive and negative peaks m
nearly equal and would improve the voltage derivative at
zero crossing point, thereby improving the timing accura
An issue here is the tolerance of the pulse shape to param
drift in the shaper components.

Further improvements in timing accuracy and crosst
rejection could in principle be obtained by adding more po
to the amplifier transfer function, as described by Nowl9

and Mosher.10 For the present application however the add
parts count and parts accuracy requirements were unat
tive and these options were not pursued.
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